Today and tomorrow
A song about my pandemic experiences.

I am going to leave it without a tune to signify that this pandemic is not finished and so neither is my song.

Chorus: this is who we are today but today is not tomorrow.
all our actions lead the way, to find happiness or find sorrow.
So when a cry is heard for help, always think of your tomorrow.
Only find a way to help, so you make it to tomorrow. Hey.

Verse 1: we draw with chalk to send our neighbors love.
We put up pictures of eggs for an easter egg hunt.
We stay away to stay safe, but we drive by our friends home
and say hi, dont worry im still here, you're not alone. You're not alone. You're not alone.

Chorus: this is who we are today but today is not tomorrow.
all our actions lead the way, to find happiness or find sorrow.
So when a cry is heard for help, always think of your tomorrow.
Only find a way to help, so you make it to tomorrow. Hey.

“A few months, a few years, i don't know,” they say
A mass killing in NS. the world is not looking its best.
What can we do but wait in distress. wait in distress. Wait in distress.

Chorus: this is who we are today but today is not tomorrow.
all our actions lead the way, to find happiness or find sorrow.
So when a cry is heard for help, always think of your tomorrow.
Only find a way to help, so you make it to tomorrow. Hey.
Verse 3: as I lie awake at night, I wonder how it will end. Will we all die or will we survive, will it ever be the same again. Corona has wreaked havoc on our earth, our planet, our human race. Let's just hope that we don't run out of time and it becomes a deadly chase. Let's just hope that we don't run out of time and it becomes a deadly chase.

Chorus: this is who we are today but today is not tomorrow. all our actions lead the way, to find happiness or find sorrow. So when a cry is heard for help, always think of your tomorrow. Only find a way to help, so you make it to tomorrow. Hey.

Verse 4: when this is over and done we will find a way to live. We will mourn, we will rejoice, we will be sad, we will forgive. We will go and celebrate and knock on our friend's doors. But whatever you do remember, pandemics have happened before. whatever you do remember, pandemics have happened before.

2x Chorus: this is who we are today but today is not tomorrow. all our actions lead the way, to find happiness or find sorrow. So when a cry is heard for help, always think of your tomorrow. Only find a way to help, so you make it to tomorrow. Hey.
